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 b→qqs decays
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b→qqs penguin dominated

Mixing induced CP 
asymmetries in b→ccs, 
Sf~sin2β, expected to be 
almost equal to b→qqs, 

according to the SM. 
Sccs = Sqqs +ΔSSM=-ηCPsin2β

b→ccs tree level golden mode 
B0→J/ψΚS  

NP contribution from new 
particles in the loop. New 
phases might affect the 
measurement of CKM 

angle β

ACP (�t) = Sf sin(�mt) + Cf cos(�mt)



 b→qqs decays
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Theoretical prediction for ΔSSM

sin2β(b→ccs)=0.68±0.02
sin2β(b→qqs)=0.64±0.04

Some clean modes



 b→qqs @ LHCb
➡ B(d,s)→KSπ+π-, KSK+K-, KSK±π∓ 3-body (b→qqs) decays.                                    
⇒ The resonant structure has information on sin2β. 

➡ Rare decays (BF~10-6)⇒ long way to phase extraction.                                          
First step, is to establish the branching fraction of these modes, using 1/fb of 
2011 data (LHCb-CONF-2012-023).                                                            
Simplest: time integrated and flavor-tag averaged

➡ LHC produce copious amounts of B(u,d,s) mesons. LHCb is well suited to 
look for rare decays

➡ Bd decays studied in B-factories 
➡ Bs decays not studied so far (Tree level dominated, theoretically cleaner, 

in some of them information on γ+βs, PLB645(2007)201-203)
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Table 1: Current experimental results for branching fractions of B0→ K0
S
h±h′∓ modes as

given in Refs. [7, 8, 9, 16, 18]. The BaBar experiment recently reported a measurement
of B(B0→ K0K+K−) = (25.4± 1.2)× 10−6 [10], not yet included in the present average.

Decay mode
Branching fraction (10−6)

BaBar Belle World average
B0→ K0π+π− 50.2± 2.3 47.5± 4.4 49.6± 2.0
B0→ K0K±π∓ 6.4± 1.2 < 18 6.4± 1.2
B0→ K0K+K− 23.8± 2.6 28.3± 5.2 24.7± 2.3

2 Detector, trigger and event selection

The measurements described in this paper are performed with an integrated luminosity
of 1.0 fb−1 from the 7TeV centre-of-mass pp collision dataset, collected with the LHCb
detector during 2011.

The LHCb detector [19] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudo-
rapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks.
The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex
detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located
upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4Tm, and three stations
of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift-tubes placed downstream. The combined track-
ing system has momentum resolution ∆p/p that varies from 0.4% at 5GeV/c to 0.6%
at 100GeV/c, and impact parameter resolution of 20µm for tracks with high transverse
momenta. Charged hadrons are identified using two ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH) de-
tectors. Photon, electron and hadron candidates are identified by a calorimeter system
consisting of scintillating-pad and pre-shower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter
and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a muon system composed of alter-
nating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers.

The trigger consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter
and muon systems, followed by a software stage which performs a full event reconstruction.
To remove events with large occupancies, a requirement is made at the hardware stage
on the number of hits in the scintillating-pad detector. Additional requirements are
further applied on other raw detector quantities in the next steps of the trigger and the
reconstruction. The hadron trigger at the hardware stage requires that there is at least
one candidate with transverse energy ET > 3.5GeV. Two categories of candidates are
recognised based on the hardware trigger decision. Those in the first category are triggered
by tracks from candidate signal decays that have an associated cluster in the calorimeters
above the threshold, while the second category of candidates are triggered independently
of the particles associated with the signal decay. Events which do not fall into either of
these two categories are not used in the subsequent analysis.

The second, software, trigger stage requires a two-, three- or four-track secondary
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 Event reconstruction
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Inside vertex locator

Outside vertex locator

PV

PV

B0

~1cm

B0

KS,LongLong ~33%
σ(m)~3MeV

KS,DownDown ~67%
σ(m)~6MeV

π+

π+

π-

π-

h+

h’-

h+

h’-

IP

Good track and vertex qualities.
Large separation among all 

vertices and large IP wrt PV for all 
tracks.

Tracking and purity is different 
between these two categories.     
⇒ treated independently



 Vetoes, BDT and PID criteria
➡ Background rejection using 

a multivariate discriminant, 
BDT. Flight distances, impact 
parameters, B transverse 
momenta and direction angle

➡ Veto of fully reconstructed 2-
body decays with charm.   
ΔM ~ ±30MeV rejected.

➡ PID requirement using 
mostly Cherenkov detectors 
information. ~85-90% 
efficiency with ~5-10% misID
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Phys.Rev.D80:112001,2009

D∓π±, J/ψ KS, 
ψ(2S)KS, ...

B0→KSπ+π-



 Fit model
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Signal B0→KSπ+π-
Signal Bs0→ KSπ+π-

Combinatorial 

KS,DDπ+π-
LHCb-CONF-2012-023

Partially 
reconstructed 

charm and 
charmless 

decays 

Simultaneous fit to 
the 6 samples



 Fit projections
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KS,DDπ+π-

KS,LLπ+π-

KS,DDKπ

KS,LLKπ KS,LLKK

KS,DDKK

LHCb-CONF-2012-023
∫L = 1.0/fb

∫L = 1.0/fb

∫L = 1.0/fb

∫L = 1.0/fb

∫L = 1.0/fb

∫L = 1.0/fb

Bs→KSπ+π-, 4.3σ (stat) Bd→KSΚ+π-, 7.6σ (confirmation)
Bs→KSΚ+π- clearly present (first obs.)

Bs→KSK+K-, 3.3σ (stat)



 Dalitz plot distributions
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B0→KS,DDπ+π- Bs0→KS,DDKπ B0→KS,DDKK

B signal mass window, no bkg subtracted nor efficiency corrected distributions

LHCb-CONF-2012-023

B0→ρ(770)KS
B0→f0(980)KS

B0→K*(892)±π∓
B0→(Kπ)0*±π∓

Bs0→K*(892)0KS  (?)

Bs0→K*(892)±K∓ (?)
Bs0→(Kπ)0±K∓ (?)

Structures in low KSK 
masses 

B0→φ(1020)KS
B0→f0(980)KS



 Branching fractions ratio
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fd/fs=0.267±0.021
LHCb Phys. Rev. D 85, 032008 (2012)

εsel encloses reconstruction, 
offline selection and trigger 

efficiencies. Binned over the DP  

Large inefficiency expected in 
the DP borders. Rotation to 
squared DP. Very large MC 

samples needed to compute this 
effect 

Phys.Rev. D72 (2005) 052002

εPID computed from 
dedicated D*+→D0(Κ-π+)π+ 
control samples, corrected 

by the kinematic of the 
decay

BF relative to B0→KSπ+π-



 Systematic uncertainties
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KS,DD

KS,LL

Selection efficiency often limited by statistic uncertainty of 
the simulated samples. Efficiency of ~10-4. Very large MC 
productions needed

Fit uncertainty from fit model and fixed parameters in the 
fit. Use of pseudo-experiments to evaluate this 
contribution. Variation of signal and background models



 Results
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PDG World average

Ratio of branching 
fractions

• Branching fraction measurements compatible with previous 
measurements
• Systematic and statistical uncertainties of the same order 
• Bd→KSΚ+π- confirmation at 7.6σ and  Bs→KSΚ+π- first observation
• Evidence for Bs→KSΚ+K- and Bs→KSπ+π-

LHCb-CONF-2012-023



 Current status
➡ Analysis over same data sample (2011, 1/fb) has 

been improved. Targets to a paper before 
summer. Clermont-Ferrand, LPNHE and Warwick.

➡  Some of the improvements:
➡ Selection and BDT optimization
➡ Fit model and partially reconstructed 

background description
➡ Global selection + PID sWeight for efficiency 

extraction.
➡ Reduction of systematic uncertainties
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 Future plans
➡ Short term 

➡ Paper with branching 
fractions

➡ Medium term (2013)
➡ Simplest amplitude 

analysis for well 
established decay modes: 
time integrated, untagged 
(no CPV analysis)

➡ Already large amounts of 
information from the 
resonant content  

➡ Needs a robust Dalitz plot 
model

➡ Long term (next few years)
➡ CPV in flavor specific 

decays
➡ Untagged time dependent 

model

➡ Very long term (>2018)
➡ Tagged and time 

dependent analysis
➡ Simpler amplitude 

analyses for the 
suppressed modes
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 Conclusions
➡ We have presented the current status for 

B(d,s)→KShh decays at LHCb (details at LHCb-
CONF-2012-023) 

➡ First observation of the Bs→KSKπ decay and 
confirmation for Bd→KSKπ decay mode.

➡ Evidence for the existence of Bs→KSππ and 
Bs→KSKK decay modes

➡ Branching fraction measurements compatible with 
previous measurements

➡ There is a clear strategy, of many steps, to proceed 
towards CPV measurements in these decays
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BACKUP SLIDES



 Trigger criteria
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Bandwidth and rate limited. High transverse 
energy (>3.5GeV), main efficiency loss for 
>2-body decays in hadron triggers

Significant displacement from PV and track 
quality. >90% efficient

Reconstruction of B (secondary) vertices 
using 2, 3 and 4 tracks. Standard vertex 
quality and impact parameter requirement. 
Exploits decay topology. >90% efficient

Low hadron triggers efficiency is partially compensated by 
selecting trigger independent of signal, fired typically by another 
B decay (~50%)



 LHCb experiment
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• Physics goals 
• Precise CPV measurements in 
B and D systems
• Rare decays
• Spectroscopy
• QCD/EW physics

• Single-arm forward spectrometer, 
covers 2<η<5 pseudo-rapidity 
range, captures ~40% of heavy 
quark cross-section
• High precision vertexing, tracking 
and PID systems
• High trigger efficiency

2010: ∫L = 36/pb
2011: ∫L = 1.0/fb
2012: ∫L = 2.0/fb

For this presentation 
only 2011 data was used

LHCb-CONF-2012-023



 B0→KSπ+π-
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B0 π−
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K0

V ∗
ub

Vus

+ +
mixing 

diagrams

DCS tree level diagram, with a relative 
weak phase equal to γ angle. Strong 
relative phases and relative for each 
Q2B contribution might be different due 
to hadronic factors in the resonant 
content

b̄

u

ū

d

d d

s̄

d̄

B0

π−

π+

K0V ∗
tb Vts

Decay dominated by penguin diagrams. 
NP from particles in the loop can 
introduce additional phases in the 
extraction of β, ie. effect in mixing 
induced CP asymmetries.  
From SM b→qqs ~ b→ccs, well known 
from B0→J/ψKS

Measurement of all relative phases 
require a full time dependent Dalitz 
analysis of the decay and strong 
phases measurements

Bs→Kππ are dominated by tree 
diagrams (negligible penguin 
contribution) yielding a theoretically 
cleaner γ extraction, and sensibility 
to γ+βs       
Phys.Rev. D74 (2006) 051301, Phys.Rev.D75:014002,2007 

B0→KSπ+π-



 Pre selection criteria
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Important to avoid large variation of selection efficiency over the Dalitz plot. 
Loose requirements in the momentum of the daughter tracks

KS→π+π- divided into two 
categories: decaying 
inside (long-long, ~33%) 
and outside (down-down, 
~67%) the vertex locator

B candidate
 selection



 Fit model
➡ Simultaneous unbinned extended maximum likelihood fit

➡ 6 samples, 3 final states (KSππ, KSKπ, KSKK) times 2 for 
each KS category

➡ Signal: Crystal Ball functions, with common means and 
widths. Radiative tail parameter is shared in all samples 
and extracted from simulated events.

➡ Misidentified events: Modeled as signal and yield 
constrained to the signal yield using misID efficiency.

➡ Partially reconstructed decays: Threshold function 
convoluted with mass resolution function. From 
simulated events. Yield constrained fro BFs.

➡ Combinatorial: Exponential function, with separate 
slopes for each KS category 
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 Vetoes, BDT and PID criteria
➡ Background rejection using a multivariate discriminant, BDT. Flight 

distances, impact parameters and B transverse momenta and 
direction angle

➡ Vetoed the ±30MeV mass window, ~3 times the resolution, under the 
relevant particle hypothesis. Fully reconstructed B→2-body decays.

➡ D0→(Kπ, ππ, KK), D+→(KSK, KSπ), Ds+→(KSK, KSπ), Λc→pKS

➡ J/ψ→(ππ, µµ, KK), χc0→(ππ, µµ, KK)
➡ PID applied on top of the selection

➡ Tracks decaying in flight are removed
➡ Logarithm of the likelihood ratio of different particle hypothesis, 

ΔLL, mostly based in Cherenkov detector information
➡ For pions ΔLL(K-π)<0 and ΔLL(p-π)<10
➡ For kaons ΔLL(K-π)>5 and ΔLL(p-K)<10
➡ Efficiency of ~85-90% and mis-ID ~5-10% for single tracks
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